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poetry and paintings by JOCINE VELASCO



“Maintenance in Loving” is a title of a song by the artist Anna Luisa from her album Green (2018). 
All other words and art by Jocine Velasco. 



This is a tribute to the brief moments I shared with the volunteers at Travis Wetland 
and Quail Island in Christchurch, New Zealand. From an outsider’s perspective, I 
feel that the restoration efforts and rapid disaster response after the earthquakes 
came in large part because of the restoration and conservation efforts you all have 
been fostering prior to those events. This document isn’t a declaration--only a set of 
watercolor paintings and a handful of poetry--and there isn’t a useful quality to it. 
You can’t design with it, you can’t use it as a manual, and in a lot of ways, it’s only 
showing what I hope the residents of Christchurch already know about themselves: 
they show up and showing up matters. Getting dirty matters. As a landscape 
architecture student, I run the risk of getting too entrenched in the realm of ideas. 
But ideas are not possible without the people and systems that build, improvise, and 
maintain those ideas. And it’s you all and others like you. I especially want to thank 
you, Colin Meurk, for sharing energy and politics, and introducing me to all these 
kind folks. Times are rough as I write this in Seattle. We have been hit pretty hard 
with COVID-19 and I know that it will probably hit New Zealand’s South Island too. I 
hope that the intergenerational community in Christchurch can be resilient enough 
to move past this pandemic and continue to care for the land. Thanks for reminding 
me what a pleasure it is to do some weeding. 

Appreciate ya,
Jocine





Brown Shallow Wetland

Slow unassuming water,
muck and saturated duff
You are the farthest extents
of kingly rivers and yet you
hold your own and you
after the river dries
act as a repository of memory
for when it can flow again

You show us unseen horizons
As we work our many hands and
observe you through the seasons
We notice just how many hues
of green, how many shades of brown,
how many forms of sounds,
how many breathing lungs,
how many droughtless days
you’ve given us

Travis Wetland (2020)
11.75” x 16.5”
watercolor



Travis Wetland Greenhouse (2020)
5.75” x 8.25”
watercolor



To Hide One’s Light Under a Bushel

Colin will never tell me outright
and every other Kiwi volunteer—
Susan,
Stan,
Ian—
will never tell me either that
between all of them,
hundreds of thousands
(maybe millions?)
of native bush plants
have been given a chance
to heal certain wounds
marked on the land

Colin (2020)
16.5” x 11.75”
watercolor



Work Days

It isn’t much like work at all when I account for:
the view
daydreaming
getting to know dry Kiwi humor
walking with leisure
meeting new people
meeting new plants
sharing ideas
the two cups of tea
four breakfast pastries
almost a whole cucumber 
a gifted rusty and well-loved Travis Wetland pin

The Work Bag (2020) 
5.75” x 8.25”
watercolor

Weeding (2020)
11.75” x 16.5”

watercolor





Stan

With two sunbleached backpacks
slung tight on his shoulders, Stan
walked behind us up the track
The South Island sun unencumbered
by clouds sat centered on the sky
while Stan lugged his things

Hut warden, lead tramper, he
picked off weeds alongside me
I saw him rubbing his knees 
looking past the settler’s pine trees
towards the cold water while
he finished his afternoon tea

The Ferry to Quail Island (2020)  
5.75” x 8.25”
watercolor

Weeding the Wilding Pines (2020)  
11.75” x 16.5”

watercolor





Te Korekore / Potenza

The last sword is a vowel sitting unlike a ringing bell
Pou- a strong exhale impaling time
I like collaged brown arms framing the view of our sky
Rainbow bubbles cast in light when water meant everywhere
Here’s the world I make when I forget my fears
pain is asleep—
visions may turn to visions—
strings are waiting to be dipped—
this body will not be the enemy—
and a door is about to swing—

The Pou at the Summit (2020) 
5.75” x 8.25”
watercolor




